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In this definitive guide on how to write a memoir, Carolyn V. Hamilton begins by explaining a

concept every memoir writer must understand: The difference between memoir and

autobiography. The steps and tips and and information she shares in this book are the same

ones she has developed specifically for her memoir clients and students.They include:*

Chapter 1 - The difference between memoir and autobiography* Chapter 2 - The rules of "story-

telling."* Chapter 3 - The STORY part of your memoir* Chapter 4 - The DESCRIPTIONs in

your memoir* Chapter 5 - The DIALOGUE in your memoir* Chapter 6 - The SCENES in your

story* Chapter 7 - The SINGLE MOST IMPORTANT PART of your memoir Real examples from

published stories will help you understand the concepts presented.Included at the end is an

additional BONUS: "3 Ways to Begin to Write Your Memoir."The 5 Important Parts of a

Successful Memoir & Why You Need Them is a fast, to-the-point, no-nonsense book that will

give you the confidence to begin writing with ease. Once you implement what you discover

here, you will no longer worry about how to write effectively, and you will have a strong plan for

how to structure your story."I was expecting a more textbook feel but was pleasantly surprised

by how conversational it was! I especially enjoyed the seven part story exercise. I learned that I

do have a rudimentary structure that I can develop easily with the guidance you offered in five

steps." - Heather Monroe-Kiefer Click on the book cover to open Ebook Tops'S "LOOK INSIDE"

FEATURE to learn more!

"The 5 Important Parts of a Successful Memoir & Why You Need Them is a clear and concise

book that informs and guides on the memoir writers' journey. Writing exercises and questions

posed teach crucial elements that address common pitfalls: structure, descriptions, dialogue,

scenes, emotions. Highly recommended. A must for the memoir writers' bookshelf." - Author &

Poet Gay Liddington"The 5 Important Parts of a Successful Memoir is full of sage advice.

Author Carolyn Hamilton has written two of her own memoirs and coached numerous others in

the craft. In this easy to digest book she delivers how-to guidance to help writers accomplish

their goals. Her clear instructions are like getting a personal coaching session. Excellent tips on

topics such as enriching the descriptions in your memoir." - Karen Ray, REMEMBERING THE

TIME, Personal History Services."I loved this book! I like to see the 'big picture' before starting

a project and Carolyn broke it all down in simple understandable concepts of the parts of a

memoir to help me clarify what my story is about. It's clear, concise and helped me to find my

focus. If you feel lost on where to start on your memoir, start with The 5 Important Parts of a

Successful Memoir & Why You Need Them to help you find your center." - Shanna Lea, the

Memoir Network"A really great condensed guide to writing a memoir. There are so many

diamond tips in this short but essential guide. Every important aspect one should consider is

clearly set out, offering examples and solutions. It's a diamond buy for so little money. As

writers, our time is incredibly valuable, and to just go to a book with the solutions right there, is

really productive and valuable. Carolyn has nailed the basic foundation of story telling and

memoir writing in this book."- Malcolm Campbell, author of "Call Sign, Charlie One""Should be

on the bookshelf of anyone who is thinking about writing a memoir or who has already begun

the memoir-writing process. It will help you organize your stories so you can write a memoir

that readers will find inspiring and hard to put down." - Georgina Nunez, author of Bearer of

Family Secrets & Suspicions & Roads & Redemption"This book really helped jump start my



memoir - thanks!"- Misty Compton, Content Writer & Editor"I was expecting a more textbook

feel but was pleasantly surprised by how conversational it was! I especially enjoyed the seven

part story exercise. I learned that I do have a rudimentary structure that I can develop easily

with the guidance you offered in five steps." - Heather Monroe-Kiefer"Well written and will be

helpful to memoirists. And the dialogue examples are wonderful." - Patti McMann"Exactly what

I needed. It gave me inspiration and, most important, a track to run on. If you are thinking about

writing your memoirs, this is a must read!" - Rob Christie"An excellent instruction book

especially for a beginner like me. I will certainly keep returning to this book over and over

again, to check that I am following the guidelines and not going off on my own tangents! It is

rather like a recipe, showing you how to find the essential ingredients and then the instructions

to follow. Thank you to the author for setting me on the right path."- Carol WakelingFrom the

AuthorSo many of my clients and students have expressed how difficult it is to know where to

start to write a memoir. They have so many great stories to tell and lessons to share, but just

can't seem to begin. This book is my answer to your dilemmas. I hope it propels you past that

all-important first step, and onward to success!About the AuthorIn addition to writing fiction and

memoir, Carolyn V. Hamilton loves to lead writing workshops, and coach aspiring memoir

writers. Having published two memoirs (and a third "in the drawer"), she's learned a lot along

the way about the process. Professionally trained as an illustrator and graphic designer, she

spent over three decades working as a marketing executive and copywriter in the real world of

Mad Men. Her BA, in Liberal Arts, is from Antioch University Seattle. Carolyn's other

adventures have included two years' service as a U.S. Peace Corps Volunteer (chronicled in

part in her memoir, HELP! I Married an Alien A Comedian), and a stint--in her "younger days"--

as a Playboy Bunny. When she's not traveling, Carolyn's home base is Cuenca, Ecuador, in the

Andes in South America. To learn more, visit carolynvhamilton.com Follow her on Twitter:

@c_v_Hamiltonand like her Facebook Author Page: facebook.com/

BooksbyCarolynVHamiltonRead more
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The 5 Important Partsof a Successful Memoir& Why You Need ThemA Definitive Guide for

Memoir WritersCarolyn V. HamiltonAll rights reserved.Purchase of this e-book entitles the

buyer to keep one copy on his or her computer and to print out one copy only.Printing out more

than one copy, or distributing it electronically, is prohibited by international and U.S.A. copyright

laws and treaties, and would subject the purchaser to penalties of up to $100,000 PER COPY

distributed.Please respect the rights of the author.Cover design by Swift House Press©2020

Swift House Press & Carolyn V. Hamilton.All rights reserved.Swift House Press7380 S. Eastern

Avenue, Suite 124-216Las Vegas, NevadaWhat they’re saying aboutThe 5 Important Parts of a

Successful Memoir & Why You Need Them"I was expecting a more textbook feel but was

pleasantly surprised by how conversational it was! I especially enjoyed the seven part story

exercise. I learned that I do have a rudimentary structure that I can develop easily with the

guidance you offered in five steps." - Heather Monroe-Kiefer"I recommend this useful guide to

anyone who wants to write a memoir." - John Woodcox“This book is well written and will be

helpful to memoirists. And the dialogue examples are wonderful.” - Patti McMann“This definitive

guide for memoir writers should be on the bookshelf of anyone who is thinking about writing a

memoir or who has already begun the memoir-writing process. It will help you organize your

stories so you can write a memoir that readers will find inspiring and hard to put down.” –

Georgina Nunez, author of Bearer of Family Secrets & Suspicions, Roads & Redemption, and

(soon-to-be-published) High Heels & Heroin.Table of ContentsINTRODUCTIONChapter 1 -

The difference between memoir and autobiographyChapter 2 - The rules of “story-

telling”Chapter 3 - The STORY part of your memoirChapter 4 - The DESCRIPTIONs in your

memoirChapter 5 - The DIALOGUE in your memoirChapter 6 - The SCENES in your

storyChapter 7 - The SINGLE MOST IMPORTANT PART of your memoirBONUS - 3 Ways to

Begin to Write Your MemoirAFTERWORD ACKNOWLEDGEMENTSABOUT THE

AUTHORBOOKS by CAROLYN V. HAMILTONINTRODUCTIONI am Carolyn V. Hamilton and I

am a success coach for memoir writers. My first memoir covering a 3-year period in my life—

which by the way took me 38 years to write—is called Coming To Las Vegas, The True Tale of

Sex, Drugs and Sin City in the 70s. My second memoir, covering a 32-year period of my life,

HELP! I Married an Alien A Comedian – A memoir of life in the circus lane of marriage to a

stand-up comedian has just been published.What I do is help aspiring memoir writers like you

to share their stories of adventure, adversity, personal challenges, trauma and redemption. My

private coaching program called Memoir to Legacy.The steps I am going to teach you in this

book I developed specifically for my memoir clients and students.Once you implement what

you’re going to read here, you will have the confidence to begin writing with ease. You will no

longer worry about how to write effectively, and you’ll have a strong plan to structure your

story.When you are organized and you have a roadmap, it’s so much easier to write your

memoir. If you apply what you read here, you’ll be miles ahead of other beginning memoir

writers. Most of them will still be floundering with no direction, no action steps and no idea

where they’re going.I want to share tips and information with you that will give you the

confidence and the information to go forward and write your memoir easily and fast.These are

the same things I've used to help other aspiring memoir writers find direction and complete

their memoirs.When you have what I am going to show you in this book, you’ll find there’s no

need to be overwhelmed by your memoir project. I will help you stop second-guessing yourself.

You’ll no longer wonder if you are on the right track. You’ll no longer feel alone and struggle,

wondering, what on Earth do I do next?DISCLAIMER: This book is not for you IF:Now, I have



to say that this book is not for you if you are angry and you want to write a memoir out of

revenge.I knew a woman who lived in New York and had all kinds of publishing connections,

yet no one would touch her story. She had had a fifteen-year relationship with a major

television star, a great story. But they told her she was just too angry in her writing. They told

her the relationship could not have been all that bad if she had hung around for fifteen years.

Her memoir has never been published.This is also not for you if you want to write a memoir

and get rich quick. Unless you’re famous in your field or you had a relationship with a famous

movie star or politician, this is simply not realistic thinking.This book is definitely not for you if

you think writing a memoir is easy because it is not.You are going to have to do some hard

work—some of it may be emotional—but you’ll be able to do it confidently, knowing you are

heading in the right direction.Also, this may not be for you if you have no basic internet skills.

Knowing how to use Microsoft Word and how to use google search to gather information are

basic key skills that every successful writer today just has to have.This is not to say that you

can’t write your memoir long-hand on a yellow legal tablet. It’s just that at some point it will

have to be typed into an electronic document that is properly formatted for submission or

publication. If you can’t do that yourself, you’ll have to pay someone else to do it.And this is

definitely not for you if you are afraid to use the internet for fear that “someone will steal my

story.”Believe it or not, years ago I actually had a guy tell me he could not email me his first

three chapters for that reason, and guess what? Today he is still not finished writing his

memoir. The irony is that his story was quite an individual experience that no one could steal

because he was the son of a famous film actor.Thirty-eight years to finish a memoir?Let me tell

you a little bit about why it took me thirty-eight years to write my memoir, Coming to Las Vegas,

A true tale of sex, drugs & Sin City in the 70s.First, I was afraid of being sued. However, after

thirty-eight years, a lot of the people I wrote about were dead. I learned that nobody can sue

you on behalf of a dead person.I also did not have a clue how to begin to write a memoir. I

published three novels first, which, in retrospect, proved to be great experience in learning and

developing the craft of writing.And life got in the way. There were a couple of marriages, a

couple of divorces, some exciting new jobs, a major surgery, several moves, death in the family

—you get the picture.So, I know exactly how many of you feelabout finding the time to write,

finding the courage to write your story, and developing the commitment to the process.But

along the way, here is what I did: I read just about every book on writing I could find. I joined

writers’ groups. I bought expensive tickets to writer's conferences. The result was that, while I

learned a lot, I got completely bogged down by overwhelm and threw everything back into the

proverbial drawer for another day.All of this took time—a lot of time—and a lot of money. But I

have to tell you, lots of people helped me along the way. This is why I want to pay it forward

now.I want to save you all the time and money I spent to learn what I am going to share with

you in this book. Let’s dive in and get started.CHAPTER 1The difference between memoir and

autobiographyIt’s important that you are clear about this because your potential reader wants

to know this right up front.According to Writer’s Digest:An autobiography focuses on the

chronology of the writer's entire lifeA memoir covers one specific aspect of the writer's life.I’ve

noticed recently in the marketing world of Ebook Tops.com that many autobiographies are

being labeled as memoir.For instance, Michelle Obama’s book Becoming is called a memoir

when in fact it covers her entire life.I believe that this trend is happening because of the

connotations for these words. Autobiography connotes heavy reading, like you had to do in

college, while memoir sounds short, more exciting, and frankly more entertaining.Because

Coming to Las Vegas covers just a three-year period in my life—focusing on my move from LA

to Las Vegas to join a circus and then opening the original MGM as a cocktail waitress—it



qualifies in the category of memoir.Same with my second memoir, HELP! I Married an Alien a

Comedian, because it covers a 32-year period, not my entire life.However, Cork Proctor (like

Michelle Obama) told the story of his entire life, from growing up in Wisconsin and California to

becoming a drummer, a stand-up comedian, and an actor. So his book, My Mind is an Open

Mouth, is technically an autobiography. It covers about six decades of time.It’s usually easier to

write a memoir because your focus can be more narrow. You can mention or describe your

childhood or education or previous years in snippets of backstory. But you don’t have to tell

everything, only what is relevant to your current story.The other advantage of memoir is that

you can write more than one (as I have).From a marketing point-of-view, this is a good thing.

You now have two individual “products to sell.”I’ve got an idea for a third memoir, based on my

years as a graphic designer, copywriter and Las Vegas ad agency owner in the real world of

“Mad Men.” It will cover several decades, but not my entire life. The stories will be focussed

around my advertising career. Later, I can package all three memoirs into a bundle, which

would create a fourth product.You get the picture.You can learn more about the differences by

doing a search at Ebook Tops.com (in their “books” category) for “memoir” and for

“autobiography.” Read the book descriptions on the pages of the books that come up.This will

also give you a feel for how to write a book description for your own memoir. Plus, you can see

what other authors are focussing on, and what themes they have identified.This kind of

preliminary “market research” will help you in all these ways.Chapter 1 CHECKLISTWhat

period of time does my memoir encompass?Do I have a clear idea of when my memoir begins?

Do I have a clear idea of when my memoir ends?Can I divide my “life experiences” into more

than one memoir? If so, what would be the major focus of each one?CHAPTER 2The Rules of

story-tellingWhether you choose to write a memoir or a complete autobiography of your life, the

same rules of strong story-telling apply. Your memoir is going to contain a lot of the same

elements you would use if you were writing a novel.There will be interesting characters, snappy

dialogue, breathtaking scenes, emotional shares—as well as a beginning, a middle, and an

end. (I’m going to tell you about dialogue, scenes and emotion in more detail later.)Here are

some questions to ask yourself about what you are writing:Do I have a strong inciting incident?

This is the first scene of your story, where you introduce yourself as the main character and

hook your reader to care about what happens to you.This could be the moment you discovered

your family had hidden from you fact your mother committed suicide, or the night your father

beat you and the police were called, the day you were sent away to boarding school, or the day

you decided to backpack through Patagonia in the footsteps of novelist Paul Theroux.Have I

been clear at the beginning of my memoir about what I wanted?You want to show clearly the

situation you wanted to overcome. Ideally, you will be able to express this in a way that the

reader can relate to right away. One way to do this is by writing your emotions. I’ll talk more

about this further on in this book.Is there action in the scene?Action not only moves the story

forward, but often leaves the reader thinking, OMG, what will he/she do? The best action

scenes are not always the ones that show the beating, the car accident, or the avalanche.

Action can be anything you as the main character do or anyone else in your story does. Think

of simple movement from point A to point B.Does my story have a strong middle?The “middle”

of the story is where you show the challenges and obstacles you needed to overcome along

the way. There may be an initial “win”, followed by an unexpected set-back, then more “wins”

followed by more set-backs.Novel writers frequently struggle with writing the middle part of

their books. But you won’t have to because going in you’ll have a clear idea of the outline of

events of your story.Remember, every story has a beginning, a middle, and an end.Have I

shown (not told) clearly all the things I did to achieve my desired outcome?
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Delores J. Jordan, “All Memoir Writers Need This!. I found this delightful book so handy for a

quick reference and almost like a checklist for writing a good memoir. It is short, easy to read,

and is set up like bullet points, and it is handy to refer to it to get the maximum benefit from it.

With each of the five parts, she goes into some details as to why they are so important. Each

of them builds one upon another. The top five parts are story, descriptions, dialogue, scenes,

and the most important part is emotions. This is a must-have for your writing toolbox.”

L. James, “An Excellent Book for Memoir Writers. It took me 33 years to write my memoir of a

horrible and painful time in my life. I didn't know where to start. In Sept. 2019, finally ready to

write it, I consulted many books and other sources regarding memoir writing. I stumbled across

one of Carolyn's books and was hooked! I've since purchased all her books. I finished my

memoir and have done multiple edits (still editing) and used this book to make sure I have

everything in my memoir Carolyn mentions. She provides her readers with her many years of

writing and memoir experience and offers so much encouragement. This book provides

motivation, answers questions, and gives excellent examples of story telling, descriptions,

dialogue, scenes, and most important, emotion. I highly recommend this book to everyone who

is writing a memoir or wants to write one.”

Terry Crockett Esquivel, “The ultimate guide to writing your memoir!. Are you feeling

overwhelmed about how to tackle writing your memoir? Look no further! This straightforward,

easy to read instructional will help you hone in on what to include, how to organize your



thoughts, how to define a structure, and give you ideas for writing with dialogue and emotion.

My first read through this book helped me to stop floundering and to overcome my writer's

block. I will be using these guiding principles extensively! I highly recommend Carolyn's 5

Important Parts of a Successful Memoir - don't put off reading this must-have guide!”

Sophia, “A useful tool for memoir writers. I recommend the book to anyone who is thinking

about writing a memoir or who has begun to write one.It provides easy to follow instructions on

organizing and developing scenes so that readers will want to continue reading. I found the

specific examples and the the exercise on how to write about emotions helpful.I appreciate

Carolyn’s generosity of  sharing resources to enhance the writing experience.Stella Nahatis”

AzonReader, “Your roadmap for a compelling memoir. Carolyn Hamilton condensed her years

of successful memoir writing and coaching into this compact roadmap. This is a ”must read” if

you want to write a compelling memoir. It takes the mystery out of how to turn your own story

into something readers want to read.”

Misty S. Compton, “Great for first-time memoir writers!. This memoir book is straight to the

point and provides what you need to know as a newbie memoir writer.when I received the book

it was a lot thinner than I expected. It’s a quick read, direct with no fluff, and adding in only the

most important pieces.I did find great value in this book and definitely recommend it to starter

memoir writers!”

tom ely, “Expert. Ms. Hamilton will guide you on your memior adventure.She is an expert on

memior writing. This book will organize youand answer your questions from start to finish.You

need her help.Tom Ely”

Judy L. Rosebrook, “Carolyn is very helpful in a concise form!. I have been overwhelmed by

author's differing opinions on memoir writing! After becoming familiar with a couple of Carolyn

V. Hamilton's resource books, I decided to try this - I was very pleased, as she sums up the

main points she feels are the most helpful and important!!!”

Cain Quillman, “A quick but crucial read for anyone writing a memoire.. I am very new to writing

but this easy to read guide has helped a lot.It is very surprising to read what works when

writing a memoire. After reading this book I will change/add/improve sections of my own

story.Thank you for sharing your knowledge, it has helped and inspired me to write.”

The book by Carolyn V. Hamilton has a rating of 5 out of 4.7. 32 people have provided

feedback.
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